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Annual Report

Tell me and I may forget
Show me and I may remember
Involve me and I will understand.–Camus

communities moving forward

our vision

A just, caring, inclusive and responsive society.

our mission
To provide action oriented leadership in social planning and effecting policy changes.

The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg plays a unique role in the community by:

|

Identifying and defining social planning issues, needs, capacities,
and necessary resources in the community;

| Developing and promoting policy and program options to policy-makers;
| Support community groups and the voluntary human service sector;
| Raising community awareness of and providing voice to social issues
and human service needs, social policy options, and service
delivery alternatives; and

| Facilitating communication and collaboration among government,
business, labour, the voluntary sector and grassroots communities.
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President’s Report 2003
The 2003 Annual Report provides an overview of the
activities, accomplishments and finances of the Social
Planning Council of Winnipeg and over the past year,
I have had the opportunity to reflect on the vital roles
this organization plays in the community and our
capacity to carry out this work.
So, what roles do the Social Planning Council of
Winnipeg play in community?
We might observe that the Council works not
only at a municipal level, but also at a provincial
and national level. The Council has important
internal and external structural capacity in order
to accomplish this. The internal capacity relates to
collaboration among board, staff and committee
members. Our people - staff, board members and
committee volunteers - are the human capital that
provides our productive energy. The Council has a
reservoir of policy analysis and communication skill,
and extensive experience with developing strategy
and tactics to improve individual wellbeing and
community circumstances. The external capacity
relates to our multiple connections with
communities and governments and collaboration
with many organizations.
Another important capacity is our fiscal capacity.
We have been fortunate in maintaining core funding
from the United Way of Winnipeg. We have also had
productive long-term relationships with Health
Canada, Population and Public Health Branch, the
Winnipeg Foundation and Neighbourhoods Alive!.
The Social Planning Council can also make a dollar
stretch and is increasing its capacity to more
carefully select priorities.

We assess the impacts of policy through a lens
based on the values of equity, inclusiveness, social
and economic rights, and social development. It is
through such a process that our policy advice
is developed.
The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg is a
proactive organization and we actively embrace the
role of policy advocacy. This occurs through a wide
range of activities: from meeting with political and
bureaucratic policymakers; commenting to the media
through to participating in coalitions.
Another key role for the Social Planning Council of
Winnipeg is to foster and promote public awareness
of social justice issues. We provide information to the
public through our research and analysis in order to
facilitate informed decision making and civic action.
One very important area in which this has happened
is child poverty. Our Campaign 2000 Continues
Committee has had a great deal to do with putting
this issue on the public agenda, demonstrating its
scope, and offering strategies for supporting our
most valuable of community resources.
Finally, the Social Planning Council has had an
ongoing role in supporting social capital formation
efforts throughout Manitoba and demonstrating the
connections between community capacity, social
and economic inclusion, and personal health and
well being.
I would like to thank you all for your work, and
look forward to a year of increasing capacity to fulfill
our important roles.

|

Sid Frankel President

The Council focuses a great deal of its collective
resources on policy analysis. Our particular approach is
comprehensive - one that involves inclusion and consultation with stakeholders who may be affected by
decisions resulting from a particular policy.
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The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg has
posted another banner year of activity. The previously reported Manitoba Voluntary Sector Initiative
achieved a very successful outcome. This year we saw
the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce, the Manitoba
Federation of Labour, the Provincial Government
and the City of Winnipeg all sign a Memorandum of
Agreement on Jan 19/03 with the Voluntary Sector.
The Volunteer Centre of Winnipeg, with our active
support spearheaded this initiative. This is a first in
Canada at the provincial level and co-coincides with

We were once again involved in the Summer
Institute on Population Health and with the help
of Neighbourhoods Alive! were able to sponsor
inner-city residents who would have not otherwise
had the opportunity to attend.
This year we initiated the first Winter Institute
in partnership with the Association for Community
Living, Continuity Care and the Faculty of Education
at the University of Manitoba. Normally held in
Toronto in July we challenged that the best place

Executive Director’s
Report 2003

the Codes of Good Practice on Policy Dialogue
and Funding Practices committed to by the
Federal government.

to have a winter institute was Winnipeg. We were
able to coincide it with the Festival du Voyageur
and it was a total success.

We continue to host the Centre of Excellence
for Child and Youth Centred Prairie Communities,
one of five national Centres sponsored by Health
Canada. These Centres have traditionally been
hosted within an academic setting but due to
the focus on “community” and the important
involvement and consideration of the Aboriginal
community here in the west, a voluntary sector
setting was judged by the partners locally as
the most appropriate.

The amazing contribution of our numerous
volunteers is a source of strength and pride for our
agency. Their time and expertise on our committees
informing our work is invaluable. Those tremendous
individuals who sit on the Board of Directors and the
Centre of Excellence Management committee have
dedicated incredible time and tireless effort over
the course of the year. As a United Way agency we
continue to appreciate the support in serving our
community and we individually and collectively
will uphold the trust placed upon us.

While this is a breakthrough and has tremendous
potential it has been accompanied with challenges
because of its unique nature. We are working with
Health Canada to ensure that academic excellence
is matched by substantial community involvement
and conceptual room is provided for an Aboriginal
perspective on research.
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Wayne Helgason Executive Director

Report

of the Poverty

Advisory Committee

| Effects of the alternative consumer credit market
(pawn shops, check cashing agencies, etc.) and their
exorbitant interest charges and user fees;

The dedicated and hard working members of
the Poverty Advisory Committee tackled a wide
variety of issues in the past year. Their efforts have
helped to expand the potential for the Social Planning
Council and other community partners working on
poverty issues to address the concerns of low and
fixed-income citizens of Manitoba. Building healthy
active communities that offer training, jobs, recreation, resource centres, safe and affordable housing

| State of health care services in Manitoba for low
income families; and

and an adequate income for all is our essential
challenge, and requires commitment from all three
levels of government.

Because of the wide variety of issues dealt with, and
with limited time and resources, we have realized the
need to work more effectively in order to achieve
our objectives.

Among the many issues we have tackled are:
| Continued freeze on social assistance rates and
inadequate supports for recipients of social assistance;
| Development of education and training supports and
programs as a vital tool for citizens living in poverty to
escape their economic conditions;
| Continued rising costs of mass transportation
in Winnipeg;
| Lack of progress in creating an adequate minimum
wage in Manitoba and the development of a living
wage campaign;
| Continued efforts with the Christmas Cheer Board to
enhance its role as a vital community resource;
| Growing concerns about the availability and costs of
housing in the low-income rental market, including
concerns about the operation of Manitoba Housing
and rising utility costs;
| Lack of food security in Manitoba;

| A mayoral election forum on social policy issues.
During the course of the year, Committee members
met with representatives of the provincial cabinet and
most recently, Residential Tenancies, as well as numerous public consultations on specific issues.

To this end we will hold a special workshop in 2003
to review our priorities and capacity, in order to better
focus our efforts during the next year.
The Poverty Advisory Committee plays a vital
role in the work of the Social Planning Council and
the community. This coming year will bring new
opportunities, with a government in the first year
of its mandate and perhaps more open to new ideas
and initiatives that could take root over the next
four years.
We continue to welcome the participation of new
members with all the energy and ideas they can bring
to our work for the coming year.
Special thanks must be conveyed to the staff members
assigned to work with our Committee in the past year:
Christine Ogaranko, Bailey Harris, Charlene Cook, and
Tara Rudy. None of our accomplishments would have
been possible without their dedication, talents, and
long hours of hard work. Finally, I express my thanks
to the Committee Members themselves who made this
past year a rewarding and successful experience.
Respectfully submitted, Harold Dyck
communities moving forward
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The Campaign 2000 Steering Committee is one
of the standing committees of the Social Planning
Council of Winnipeg that serves as an advisory body
to the Board of Directors. This Committee is guided
by the philosophy that children are a valuable community resource and must be provided with equality
of opportunity in order to grow to their full potential.
Alleviating child poverty is viewed as integral to the
development of the economic and social well-being
of our community.
The Committee is responsible for developing and
recommending social policy priorities with respect
to child poverty issues, fostering and promoting
public awareness of the issue of child poverty, and
serving as a conduit for information flow between
the Campaign 2000 Network/Lobbying Committee

in poverty. The report card called on the Government
of Manitoba to act upon several recommendations
that would assist in alleviating child poverty in
our province.
The Poverty Barometer, a quarterly report of the
Committee, which seeks to raise public and
government awareness of child poverty related
issues, continues to be a success. The most recent
issues have focused on children in care, food security
and nutrition, and recreation. The February 2003
Barometer media release had Moe Elewonibi of the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers and Tina Keeper of North
of 60 speak to the importance of recreation in the
lives of children. This event spurred unprecedented
media coverage and did much to raise awareness
on the issue.

Campaign 2000
Steering Committee

and the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg. The
committee has worked hard over the past year with
national and local partners in all of these areas to
bring child poverty issues to the forefront of family
and public policy in Manitoba and Canada.
Throughout the summer, the Campaign 2000
Continues Steering Committee participated in the
National Campaign 2000 Summer Lobby Campaign.
Committee members met with almost all Manitoba
urban MPs and one Senator. The objectives of the
Campaign were to ensure that measures to address
child and family poverty would be a key area of
investment in the Federal 2003 Budget, but also
to encourage Members of Parliament to commit to
raising these issues in the House and caucus. The
Campaign was a success with four areas of concern
highlighted at all the meetings: the Canada Child
Tax Benefit, child care, affordable housing and a
tripartite agreement.
In September the Committee released its
annual Manitoba Child Poverty Report Card, entitled
Children, An Overlooked Investment, which pointed to
the fact that child poverty continues to persist in
Manitoba, despite a growing economy. Our province
has the second highest child poverty rate in the
country with more than one in four children living
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The Committee held a Campaign 2000 Network
meeting at the Aboriginal Centre in November to
report on its activities and to seek input from
Network members on targeting issues and activities
for future direction. Some of the areas that were discussed were topics for future Poverty Barometers and
lobbying strategies for raising awareness to child and
family poverty in Manitoba.
The meeting demonstrated that there is a strong
commitment from Network members to the work
of Campaign 2000 and efforts to strengthen
communication between these bodies will
continue into the future.
I would like to thank the staff at the Social Planning
Council, committee members, Network members,
and Campaign 2000 partners for continuing to work
hard to make Manitoba a healthy and happy place
for all children and families.
Mike Owen | Chair

Over the years, the Social Planning Council of
Winnipeg has served as a field placement training
site for social work students from the Faculty of
Social Work at the University of Manitoba.

The field placement is an important component
of the Social Work curriculum and provides students
with the opportunity to participate in a practical
work experience in the human services sector to
correspond to the theoretical component of
their university education.
As one of the few placement sites with a strictly
policy focus, the Social Planning Council is a coveted
placement for the policy oriented students. I found
SPC to be a challenging field experience, which
provided the opportunity to gain exposure to policy
development and analysis in a non-academic setting
through observing and hands on experience.
I had the opportunity to work on projects on a number
of issues in a broad range of areas such as child, family,
and adult poverty, racism and discrimination, community development, and the voluntary sector.

The possibilities for developing and enhancing
skills were extensive and with my field instructor’s
direction and guidance, as well as support from
the other staff, I was able to draw the connection
between theory, policy, and practice in
everyday work.
I found the staff at the Council to be welcoming
and open, which formed a positive work environment.
I was made to feel as one of the staff and was valued for
my contribution. Next year the Council will again make
room for more students who will be in a fortunate
position to complement their education with a rich
and diverse experience in a unique field setting.
Tara Rudy | BSW Student

communities moving forward
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Well Being in
the Workplace Committee
The Well Being in the Workplace Initiative was
started by the Canadian Mental Health Association Manitoba Division (CMHA) in 1996 to assist in
developing organizations, improving employee
and organization well being, reducing stress and
injuries in the workplace, and increasing
organizational performance.

Reporting to the Board of Directors of the Social
Planning Council of Winnipeg, the Well Being in
the Workplace Advisory Committee is responsible
for the planning and implementation of the Well
Being in the Workplace project, which includes
the following:

| Providing workshops for employers and
employees,

From early discussion and a literature review,
the project has evolved into a coordinated and
comprehensive research and intervention strategy
with several components.
The administration of the project, including the
Well Being in the Workplace Advisory Committee,
has been under the auspices of the Social Planning
Council of Winnipeg since 2001. The project receives
its primary funding from The Winnipeg Foundation.
The Committee represents business, labour,
government and university interests.
The purpose of the Well Being in the Workplace
Advisory Committee is to develop and share knowledge
with organizations and workers to help them evaluate
and improve both employee health and organizational
productivity. The general approach is to encourage
sustained collaboration between workers
and managers.
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| Preparing and distributing publications, and
| Conducting intervention studies to test a joint
labour-management approach to assessment,
intervention, and evaluation of the impacts of
interventions on worker health.
The Well Being in the Workplace Advisory Committee
is currently involved in a pilot study with Red River
College to evaluate a healthy organization intervention
process. The Committee is in the midst of pursuing
additional pilot sites for the project as well as
developing a manual for employees and managers.

|

Keith Lowe Co-Chair

Every Five Years it’s
Census Data time at the
Social Planning Council
Beginning with the initial leadership of Harvey
Stevens, Senior Research Associate at the Social
Planning Council in the 1980’s, through to the
present day, the Council has gathered together a
‘Census Data Consortium’ group. The purpose of
the Consortium is to produce special runs of the

In the end, a rich and exhaustive set of data is
produced allowing members to gain insight in
both a minute and a ‘broader picture’, about ‘what’s
happening’ to population groups in Winnipeg neighbourhoods, the city, and various parts of the Province.
All the Census questions (variables) are probed, then

census data to gain demographic profiles for
over 100 Neighbourhood Characterization Areas
in Winnipeg and other areas in the Province. It
happens every five years, about 2 years after each
Census is taken in Canada.

some 15 target group profiles are developed - including youth, single mothers, elderly and aboriginal
groups - with the final result being over 20 custom
tables which probe ‘multivariate’ analyses (like housing conditions by family incomes by age groups, etc.)

Currently, the Council is coordinating the
‘purchase order’ for Census 2001 data. Members
of the Coalition include the City of Winnipeg,
several policy groups in Provincial departments,
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority, U of W’s
Institute of Urban Studies, U of M’s Manitoba Centre
for Health Policy, United Way, Winnipeg Foundation,
Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg, and Winnipeg
Economic Development Corporation.

A number of parties in the Consortium,
including the Social Planning Council, work hard
at providing this data for community groups to use.
Now that there will be a two decade data trail, trend
information becomes an even more powerful tool for
gaining understanding of what has been happening
to people and neighbourhoods across time. Statistics
Canada representatives recently became more familiar with the Coalition’s efforts and have requested
Winnipeg’s initiatives to be included in their current
efforts to have local community groups from across
the country use Census data.

Many others are also considering joining
the Consortium.

communities moving forward
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The past year has flown
by with a flurry of activity and a
great deal of learning.
The Centre of Excellence for Child and Youth Centred
Communites is a complicated undertaking with partners
new to each other spread across the Prairies trying to
work as one cohesive team. Like most regions inCanada,
the Prairies have experienced broad societal changes
that directly and indirectly influence the development
and outcomes for children and youth.

Examples of case studies include:

| Aboriginal Children’s Health
Program(Brandon);

| Feeding Calgary’s Children
Initiative (Calgary);

|

Parenting Programs and Building
Resiliency (Edmonton);

| How Communities Support Children
and Youth (Regina);

Historically, families turned to each other and to
neighbours to respond to change. These various

|

responses, whether formal or informal, are examples
of mediating actions by communities.

| Community Based Aboriginal Education
Initiatives (Winnipeg).

Funded by Health Canada, the Centre is governed by
a cross-prairie partnership of Aboriginal, community,
government and university representatives with administrative leadership provided by the Social Planning
Council of Winnipeg. These organizations provide
direction to the work of the Centre, ensuring the
mutual engagement of community members,
professionals and academics.
The value of the Centre’s work is reflected in the hundreds of hours of volunteer time and effort people all
across the prairies contributed over the past year.
The work of the Centre is guided by a three-phase
research plan. The overall goal is that information
compiled and synthesized over the course of the
project will lead to more informed decision making
on matters relating to children and youth.
The past year witnessed the completion of the first phase
of research. In addition to individual research reports
produced in each site, phase one was synthesized in the
report Our Prairie Future. During the current second
phase of our research, sites will be conducting case
studies to investigate he implementation and effectiveness of mediating actions taken by communities.
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Kids Not In School (Saskatoon);

These case studies are a reflection of the information
gathered during phase one. Reflecting our focus on
Aboriginal communities, at least one case study in each
site has an Aboriginal focus. Case studies will be examined as a group at the end of phase two and used in the
development of tools for community action and public
policy in the next phase of the Centre’s work. For more
information I encourage you to visit our website at
www.communityresearch.ca
Intuition and research both suggest that communities
can mediate the development of children and youth
and the outcomes they experience. We are engaged in
a complex and innovative effort to better understand
how communities and the processes of interactions
within communities make a difference in the lives
of children and youth.
In the prairies we are recognizing that Aboriginal
communities have a lot to teach us. Moving forward
requires hope and promise. Doing so will foster the
collective capacity of communities to nurture and
enhance the overall well being of children
and youth.
Anita Moore | Centre of Excellence
Representative to the SPC Board of Directors.

Our People
Board of Directors
*Kevin Chief
Catherine Cook
Dorothy Dobbie
Marty Donkervoort
Myra Hart
Debbie Hendsbee
*Fokke Hoekstra
Sandy Hyman
*Sam Koshy
Louisa Loeb
Heather McCormick
Suzanne Nicolas
Steve Rauh
Marcy Richard

Executive Committee
Sid Frankel
President
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1st Vice-President
Nelson Mayer
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Committee Chairs
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Services Committee
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Excellence Management Committee
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Environment Committee
Keith Lowe
Well Being in the
Workplace Committee
Darlene Hall
Finance and
Personnel Committee

Core Staff
Wayne Helgason
Executive Director
*Christine Ogaranko
Senior Policy Analyst
*Bailey Harris
Policy Analyst

Darlene Hall
Treasurer

*Harpa Isfeld
Communications
Officer/Policy Analyst

Marty Dolin
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Donna Downie
Office Manager

Harold Dyck
Member at Large

Audrey Wheeler
Receptionist

Mike Owen
Member at Large
Anita Moore
Member at Large

Committee Chairs
Sid Frankel
Executive Committee
Coordinated Community
Capacity Building Committee
Marty Dolin
Committee for the Elimination
of Racism & Discrimination
Harold Dyck
Poverty Advisory Committee
Mike Owen
Campaign 2000
Continues Committee

Contract Positions
*George Munroe
Aboriginal Outreach
Project Consultant
*Darcey Bell
Network & Event
Coordinator/Policy Analyst
Maureen Kalloo
Student Supervisor,
Faculty of Social Work
Student Placement
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Census Data Consortium
*Jason Wilson
Youth Empowerment
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Child and Youth Centered
Prairie Communities
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Research Manager
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Engagement Officer

*Bailey Harris
Summer Career Student

*Sara McArthur
Summer Student

[*resigned/contract expired]
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Summer Student
*Cheryl Turner
Summer Student
*Ernest Muswagon
Summer Student
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Coordinated Community
Capacity Building Committee
Initiated in 1999 with the support of the
Population and Public Health Branch of Health
Canada, this project brings together grassroots
community organizations that facilitate healthy
development of their neighbourhoods through
a capacity building approach.

The Coordinating Committee is comprised of members
from the following organizations:
Community Education Development Association
Elmwood Community Resource Centre
Neighbourhood Connections (in Portage la Prairie);
St.Matthew’s Maryland Community Ministry and West
Broadway Neighbourhood Housing Resource Centre
These organizations operate with small groups of
dedicated staff and volunteers to respond to numerous
economic, social, and environmental challenges in
their communities.

Over the past three years, the group has had considerable
impact on community at the grassroots level.
Among their many accomplishments, the Committee
has produced several publications to assist communities
in implementing their own community capacity building
initiatives, including the “Model for Community Capacity

Building and Sustainability”, and held a conference
entitled “Building Sustainable Communities” which
highlighted community capacity building as a successful
and effective model of community development.
This year, the Committee has refined its ‘ground up’
model of capacity building and sustainability and has
participated in shaping new training and assistance
entities which are being designed to support
community development and community
economic development efforts.
Sid Frankel

| Chair

The Committee’s objective is to provide an
opportunity for community organizations throughout
Manitoba to work cooperatively to promote community
capacity building throughout Manitoba; share knowledge
and resources; educate communities not engaged in
community capacity building on the methods and
benefits of this strategy; and work with various levels
of government to influence policy.

communities moving forward
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The Community

Empowerment Project
for Women by Women

Generating opportunities for women to identify
their issues and develop solutions to the challenges
they face is the foundation of the Empowerment
Project for Women by Women.
This approach is intended to reflect women’s unique
roles within the family and society, with recognition
of the many issues specific to women in the inner city

of Winnipeg face, such as employment, earning
capacity, safety, inclusion and access to community
supports and resources.
By working together and in partnership with
other key community stakeholders, these women
can improve conditions for themselves, their families
and their community.
The project phase will come to an end as of
September 30, 2003. Now the two project sites North Point Douglas and West Central - are ready to
move forward on their own. They leave a legacy of
commitment, partnerships, tenacity and accomplishments on which they can continue to build and grow.
The West Central Project has been partnering
with community stakeholders to effect change and
to put programming in place that meets the needs
of women and their families.
Through a Future Planning Meeting and
PATH processes, the Project continues to address
community issues, as identified by women. Some
of the primary issues being addressed are developing
and maintaining supportive networks for women and
their families; safety; health; inclusion of the ethnic
diversity of the community; and community and
economic development.
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Through the continued commitment of the local
women on the Advisory Committee, a planning
process has been developed that provides direction
toward continuity and sustainability. Funding sources
are being explored with a view toward ensuring
that the Project continues to meet it’s initial goal to provide women a voice in identifying their issues
and enabling them to develop their own solutions.
During this year, the North Point Douglas
Project for Women accomplished its primary
goal by making the transition to the North Point
Douglas Women’s Centre, Inc. The vision of a safe,

welcoming place in the community where women
can gather, participate in activities and programs,
and access various resources and services is
now a reality.
With partnership support from the North End
Community Renewal Corporation and the Manitoba
Indian Cultural Education Centre a building was
purchased and renovations are almost complete.
Because of the generous support from community
partners, Centre staff and Advisory Committee,
our members continue to build the infrastructure
needed for long-term sustainability.
The project sites and the Social Planning
Council would like to thank the four funders Health Promotion and Public Health Branch, Health
Canada; Community Mobilization, Justice Canada; the
Multiculturalism Program, Canadian Heritage; and
Neighbourhoods Alive!, Manitoba Intergovernmental
Affairs for their support to launch the project.
We would also like to thank other funders and many
government and numerous community partners that
have contributed in many different ways to successful
Project results. And to the women in the community
for their hard work and continuing commitment, the
special recognition is yours!

Housing and
Homelessness Initiatives
The issue of housing and homelessness is a complex
one, with many factors that need to be considered.
Homelessness is not just about housing - the needs
of those who are homeless must be considered and are
complex due to the numerous factors that lead to one
becoming homeless. This suggests that to adequately
address this issue, supports and services need to
be in place so that individuals and families can
maintain and keep their current housing and
even improve their level of housing.

The Social Planning Council is currently involved
in two initiatives that specifically address housing
and homelessness in the city.

Community Plan Assessment
The Community Plan Assessment is a continuation
of the Community Plan on Homelessness and
Housing that began in 2001. This plan was developed
through the efforts of the Community Partnership
on Homelessness and Housing - a diverse group
representative of housing and outreach organizations
in Winnipeg - as a response to a lack of grassroots
community input.
The community consultation process and the
supporting research have shown that Winnipeg is
desperately in need of available, safe, appropriate
and affordable housing. The implications of the
severe housing shortage are further impacted by
the evidence of the increasingly difficult economic
circumstances facing many of Winnipeg’s residents.
Analysis of the Community Plan on Homelessness
& Housing begins in June 2003 and will provide
guidance from the community to the Winnipeg
Housing & Homelessness Initiative (WHHI)
and its financing guidelines for the next
three-year mandate.

Homeless Count
Under contract to the WHHI, the Social Planning
Council will undertake the first official count of
homeless people in Winnipeg. The statistics will
provide a “snapshot” of the homeless based on a
count that took place on the week of May 5-9, 2003.
The Reference Group defined homeless (ness) as
“...any person who does not have access to available,
safe, appropriate and affordable housing.” (June
2001). It is intended that the count will be conducted
on a regular basis so trends of the homeless
population can be monitored.

For the purpose of the count, the following
definitions of homelessness were utilized:

Absolute Homeless:
Individuals and families who are absolutely
homeless (having no housing alternatives). This
was represented by people who reported that they
had no permanent place to reside when asked on the
street or within agencies like drop-in centres and
food banks. They may have ended up sleeping “on the
street” or in a stairwell that night, or alternatively they
may have stayed with a friend or found an emergency
shelter space.

Sheltered Homeless:
Individuals and families who were registered to stay
in approved emergency shelters will represent the
sheltered homeless.
Analysis of the data is underway. We encourage
you to contact us for more information on these
two initiatives.

communities moving forward
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Environment
Committee Report
The environment in which people live is an
important determinant of their health and well
being even if the extent of its importance is sometimes
difficult to assess. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the case of our children. Children’s health is a basic
human right and a determinant and indicator of
economic and human development (UNDP, 1999).

From initial meetings it was agreed that the
committee would:

| Examine current environmental policies and
environmental health gaps;
| Define issues as they relate to health, poverty,
race and social policy;
| Reframe debate through publications, conferences
and symposiums;
| Support community-based organizations through
research, capacity-building and workshops;

On the other hand, a healthy environment is an
important determinant of population health and
well being. Where these issues intersect is made
evident in that low-income and marginalized communities often bear a disproportionate burden of health
risks from environmental degradation. These many
factors - environment, economic and social disparity,
human activities, and public attitudes - all need to
be considered in promoting social policy that is
supportive of both the community and the individual.
In recognition of this, the Social Planning
Council established an Environment Committee
in order to create awareness of and take action
on the connections between social justice and the
environment. Our committee members represent
a diversity of interest groups with individuals from
environmental, health, academic andAboriginal
groups in Manitoba - reflecting our belief that these
issues could be more effectively addressed using a
collaborative approach that in time could lead to
new partnerships and lasting solutions.
The mandate of the environment committee is
to advise and work with the SPC in developing
policy recommendations and actions that address
the links between social action and the environment,
specifically, how environmental issues affect child
poverty, child health, community and individual
capacity, and civil society.
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| Inform and empower community leaders; and
|

Assist regional coalition building.

Future projects we have planned include:

| In partnership with the Canadian Institute for
Children’s Health we will host a one-day workshop
on pesticides and children’s health to be held in
Winnipeg on Friday, September 26, 2003.
| Review and submit suggestions on the city’s
nvironment strategy;
|

Include a section on environmental health issues
for the SPC website;

| Develop a Poverty Barometer report on environmental
health;
|

Host the conference, ‘Exposed for Life’: Children’s
Health and the Environment in Spring 2004;

|

Engage youth in environmental health issues;

|

Develop child health and environmental indicators
and long- term strategies for addressing critical issues.

|

Steve Rauh Chair

Elimination of

Racism & Discrimination

Committee

The past year was a busy and productive one for
the committee. The committee under the direction
of a talented subcommittee of people with experience
and understanding of diversity issues developed a
comprehensive anti-discrimination policy for the
Social Planning Council which is pending approval
by the Board.

The Committee has also met with representatives
of the Muslim community and will be attempting to
work with them and other fair minded individuals
and groups to combat negative profiling and
discriminatory practices against members
of the Muslim faith.

It is hoped this will become a template for
anti-discrimination policies throughout the
voluntary sector.

The committee also has continued its monitoring
of the employment equity situation in the City of
Winnipeg Civil Service. The membership of the
committee has fluctuated and a small core group,
and dedicated staff, have been responsible for
most of the committee s efforts.

Thanks go to staff members Maureen Kalloo and
Tara Rudy for their hard work and dedication to
this project.
The committee continued its advocacy for the
acceptance for practice of foreign trained doctors
and is pleased to note that the Manitoba Government
has begun to train and accredit foreign trained
doctors. Eight foreign trained doctors have been
employed, with another ten scheduled for 2003.

Any resident of Winnipeg can become active in the
Committee to Eliminate Racism and Discrimination
and we encourage more concerned citizens to join
with us to try achieve our goals of a fair and
equal community.
Marty Dolin | Chair

We applaud the government and the foreign trained
doctors, but still are concerned that the program deals
with too few, too slowly, and we will be meeting with
government to discuss expanding the program in
the near future.

communities moving forward
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Summarized Financial Statements of

Social Planning Council of Winnipeg
March 31, 2003

Deloitte & Touche LLP
360 Main Street, Suite 2300
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 3Z3

Deloitte
& Touche

Auditors’ Report
To the Members of
Social Planning Council of Winnipeg
We have audited the financial statements of Social Panning Council of Winnipeg as at March 31,
2003 and for the year then ended which includes the statements of financial position, operations
and changes in net assets and cash flows, and notes to the financial statements, which we have
reported thereon, without reservation, to the Planning Council on May 13, 2003.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
In our opinion, these summarized statements fairly present the information contained in the
financial statements of Social Planning Council of Winnipeg for the year ended March 31, 2003
from which they have been derived.

Chartered Accountants
Winnipeg, Manitoba
May 13, 2003

communities moving forward
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Summarized Financial Statements of
Social Planning Council of Winnipeg March 31, 2003
Statement of Financial Position
March 31st
March 31st
2003
2002

Statement of Operations and Changes in net assets
March 31st
March 31st
2003
2002

Assets
CURRENT
Cash
Short-term deposit
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

$135,087
124,011
17,642
2,758
$279,498

$177,870
120,000
110,839
4,257
$412,966

Liabilities

CURRENT
Accounts payable
and accrued liabilities
Deferred Special
Projects revenue

$ 65,832

$118,628

154,439
220,271

229,969
348,597

REVENUE STABILIZATION
FUND RESEARCH FUND AND
NET ASSETS
FUND
RESEARCH FUND
NET ASSETS

$ 33,000

$ 33,000

16,000

16,000

10,227
$279,498

15,369
$412,966

REVENUE
Special Projects revenue
United Way of Winnipeg
Affiliation fees
Other

$331,391
274,800
2,997
9,742
618,930

$ 523,156
274,800
4,218
9,885
812,059

291,974
231,103
49,246
45,406
617,729

441 ,290
243,930
52,371
49 ,600
787,191

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER
EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR

1 ,201

24,868

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

(6,343)

-

EXCESS OF (EXPENSES OVER
REVENUE) REVENUE OVER
EXPENSES PRIOR TO
APPROPRIATION

(5,142)

24,868

EXPENSES
Special Projects expense
Salaries and wages
Office and maintenance
Administration

APPROPRIATION TO
RESEARCH FUND
EXCESS OF (EXPENSES OVER
REVENUE) REVENUE OVER
EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR
NET ASSETS,
BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

approved by the board
President
Treasurer

A complete set of financial statements and Auditors’ Report may be obtained from the Council.
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( 16,000)

(5,142)

8,868

15,369
$ 10,227

6,501
$ 15,369

Schedule one
Centre of Excellence for Child
& Youth Centered Prairie Communities
Year Ended March 31, 2003
March 31st
2003

March 31st
2002

Revenue
Health Canada Funding
Other

$652,900
7,478
660,378

$649,494
649,494

251,767
207,274
140,556
19,792
14,439
25,560
7,333
666,721

243,337
206,764
140,556
13,056
12,733
26,200
6,848
649,494

Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Travel and Accommodation
Network Research - 6 Sites
Materials
Equipment
Rental and Utilities
Other expenses

EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER
REVENUE FOR THE YEAR

(6,343)

-
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Social Planning Council of Winnipeg
Membership Form

A membership in the Social Planning Council will keep

you informed:

| Access to demographic updates on population trends, neighbourhoods, ethnic composition and so on | Periodic reports on
important issues regarding education, social services, health and aboriginal concerns | Project reports such as women in poverty, youth,
neighbourhood renewal, employment equity |
Learn with us about social issues and program alternatives.
Join with us to identify problems, offer policy options,
and raise awareness of needs in our communities.
Well Being in the Workplace Committee | The goal of this

The Social Planning Council
of Winnipeg

Is a private non-profit agency that provides leadership on
social policy and planning in Winnipeg and whose membership
promotes positive social change.

A membership in the Social Planning Council
gives you an opportunity to participate in
our committees:
Poverty Advisory Committee | The efforts of this committee
have helped to expand the potential of SPC and other community
partners to address the concerns of low and fixed-income citizens
of Manitoba. Our goal is to see healthy active communities that
offer training, jobs, recreation, resource centres, safe and
affordable housing and an adequate income for all.

committee is to develop and share knowledge with organizations
and workers to help them evaluate and improve both employee
health and organizational productivity.

Coordinated Community Capacity Building Committee
Initiated in 1999 with the support of the Population and Public
Health Branch of Health Canada, this committee brings together
grassroots community organizations that facilitate healthy
development of their neighbourhoods through a capacity
building approach.

Environment Committee | The mandate of this committee
is to advise and work with SPC in developing policy recommendations and actions that address the links between social action and
the environment, namely, how environmental issues affect child
poverty, child health, community and individual capacity, and
civil society.

Campaign 2000 Steering Committee | This committee is
guided by the philosophy that children are a valuable community
resource and must be provided with equality of opportunity in
order to grow to their full potential. The committee is responsible
for developing and recommending social policy priorities with
respect to child poverty issues, fostering and promoting public
awareness of the issue of child poverty, and serving as a conduit
for information flow between the campaign 2000
Network/Lobbying Committee and SPC.

Membership

Elimination of Racism and Discrimination Committee
With a vision of a fair and equal community, this committee is
engaged in a variety of activities, from employment equity
through to developing anti-discrimination policy.

A membership in the Social
Planning Council is a good investment
in the future of our community.
Please Print

(check one)

Fees

Organization
Name

Individual Membership
Agency/Corporate Membership
Friend of SPC
Donation

$ 3.00
$ 50.00
$100.00
$

Address
Postal code

All fees are stated as annual fees.
Charitable tax receipts are issued for donations.

Telephone

Payment enclosed: $

Date

Check one

Please return to:

New

Renewal

Fax

Email

Social Planning Council of Winnipeg
412 McDermot Avenue,
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3A 0A9
or Fax to 204.942.3221

Social Planning Council of Winnipeg
412 McDermot Avenue,
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3A 0A9
204.943.2561 | fax 204.942.3221
info@spcw.mb.ca

www.spcw.mb.ca

ISBN

|

1-885752-42-8

